for political parties rather than candidates, with an ensuing proportional system to determine representation in the (state) parliament.
Indeed, most German state elections are idiosyncratic in that voters are asked to cast two different votes. The first, for the district election ("Wahlkreisstimme") is given to a named candidate, and the results are determined by the winner-takes-all procedure with simple majority. Half the seats in the state parliament are allocated through this method (direct seats). The second vote, for the state election ("Landesstimme"), determines the percentage of the total seats (not the remaining ones) to be allocated to each different party which reaches at least 5% of the votes. 3 Hence, although approval voting is typically considered for candidate elections only, it was natural, in our setting, to ask voters to provide approval ballots both for district candidates and for state parties. 4 Before the election, we sent a letter to the 3,017 citizens of Messel who were eligible to vote. 5 This letter explained the experiment's objective and the way it would be carried out. Additionally, the letter was published in the local city hall bulletin. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first field experiment to try out this method in Germany.
As mentioned above, the main purpose of the investigation was to contribute to the empirical testing of Approval Voting. We were particularly interested in examining any differences between the outcomes of the hypothetical vote and the voting system currently in use. The results brought additional insights for political and economic theory as well as understanding the (rather delicate) political situation in Hesse.
We asked the voters in Messel to fill out two different voting forms: one for the district election and another for the state election. Thus we had two different sources of data. For the electoral district vote, there was a relatively small number of candidates (8 in total) to choose from. For the state election, there was a relatively large number of parties (17 in total).
The Official Election
Messel is part of the hessian electoral district 51 (Darmstadt-Dieburg). There were eight candidates in this district for the district elections, each representing one of the major parties: the CDU (conservative), the SPD (socialist), the Greens, the FDP (liberal), the Republicans (extreme right), the Left (extreme left), the Free Voters (mostly concerned with local issues), and the NPD (extreme right). The candidate
